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Each month our students do service for our community.  We call this, Teamwork Tuesday. This year we 

have made blankets for Riley hospital, collected funds for breast cancer patients, made Meals on Wheels 

Placemats, and cards for Veterans.  In December we will assemble care packages for the homeless of 

Indianapolis.  These care packages will be delivered to Wheeler Mission.   

 

A new study finds the number of people in Indianapolis on the rise due to job loss. The study by the Indiana 
University Public Policy Institute for the Coalition for Homelessness Intervention & Prevention (CHIP) estimates the 
city's homeless population to be anywhere from 4,800 to 8,000. While the total number of homeless in downtown 
Indianapolis decreased from the previous year, the study says there was a 20-percent increase in people becoming 
homeless because they're out of work. The study's organizers say Indianapolis has made "great strides" in helping 
its homeless population, but that the Circle City still has a long way to go compared with other Midwest cities of its 
size, like Columbus, Ohio and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Fewer homeless people (a 31 percent decrease) are living on 
the street (unsheltered), and fewer families are homeless, the study found. But veterans are hit particularly hard, 
with a 21-percent increase in homelessness for Indianapolis compared to the national average decreasing by 18 
percent. Veterans make up a quarter of the homeless population. Among the obstacles homeless people face are 
long waiting lists for affordable housing, as well as substance abuse problems that might make them ineligible for 
those lists. Lack of comprehensive public transportation options is also a barrier.  Aside from job loss, being evicted 
or asked to leave their accommodation, people responding to the study also listed incarceration, domestic violence 
and health issues as reasons for becoming homeless. 

Among the general findings from the study, of those experiencing homelessness: 

· The majority are young females (usually with families) and older, single males. 

· The majority are African American. Whites are unsheltered more than any other ethnic group. 

· One quarter (25 percent) are employed. 

· The majority (77 percent) have a high school education or higher. 

 

We are asking for the following items to be donated: 

 Gallon Bags 

 Lip balm 

 Clean Socks 

 Granola Bars 

 Toothbrush 

 Deodorant 

 Toothpaste 

 Shampoo 

 Soap 

 Gloves 

 Wet wipes 

Each fruit family will then receive supplies to assemble care packages.  

You will place one of each item in the bags, and a handmade card.  

Students in the lower grades could make the cards.  There is a template 

attached. 

Completed care packages should be brought to the office.  

Please bring items you wish to donate to the school office by November 30, 2015! 

http://www.wthr.com/search?vendor=ez&qu=veterans+homeless+indianapolis

